OAKLAND '66: when racial struggle led to social revolution

Peralta TV Presents

MERRITT COLLEGE:
HOME OF THE
BLACK PANTHERS

Debut October 17, 2008
Repeats throughout the Fall
Cable channels 27 and 28
Merritt College: Home of the Black Panthers

_Peralta TV Special:_ A powerful documentary that chronicles the birth of the Black Panther Party at Merritt College during the politically, socially and economically turbulent times of the late 1960's in Oakland. This compelling story about social justice is told through rare interviews with original party members and other key players – who were Merritt students at the time – and features vivid, original artwork from the many Black Panther Party publications as well as rarely seen photos. This not-to-be-missed ground-breaking documentary, which includes exclusive, previously unseen material, is an original Peralta TV production.
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